Caenorhabditis elegans is a compact, attractive system for neural circuit analysis. An understanding of the functional dynamics of neural computation requires physiological analyses. We undertook the characterization of transfer at a central synapse in C. elegans by combining optical stimulation of targeted neurons with electrophysiological recordings. We show that the synapse between AFD and AIY, the first stage in the thermotactic circuit, exhibits excitatory, tonic, and graded release. We measured the linear range of the input-output curve and estimate the static synaptic gain as 0.056 (<0.1). Release showed no obvious facilitation or depression. Transmission at this synapse is peptidergic. The AFD/AIY synapse thus seems to have evolved for reliable transmission of a scaled-down temperature signal from AFD, enabling AIY to monitor and integrate temperature with other sensory input. Combining optogenetics with electrophysiology is a powerful way to analyze C. elegans' neural function.
T he compact nervous system, defined anatomy, and available system analysis tools such as genetic manipulations, ablations of individual neurons, and real-time monitoring of neural activity using Ca 2+ imaging and electrophysiology combine to make Caenorhabditis elegans useful for neural circuit analysis. In particular, the static wiring diagram has been described from electron microscopy (EM) studies (1) . These data, although invaluable, do not address issues of functional connectivity, such as integration, gain control, and the real-time processing of information. To begin addressing such questions, we characterize transfer at a C. elegans central synapse, by combining electrophysiological and optogenetic techniques. We focus on synapses between neurons known to contribute to thermotaxis. On a temperature gradient, worms accumulate at the temperature at which they were cultivated (T cult ) and track narrow isotherms near T cult (2) for up to 8 h after starvation (3) . A preliminary circuit, including neurons AFD, AIY, AIZ, and RIA, was mapped using laser ablation (4) . Fig. 1A shows these neurons with some of their significant synaptic partners. AFD is the primary thermosensory neuron (4, 5) and is a precise sensor: Ca 2+ imaging experiments show that above T cult , AFD Ca 2+ levels can reliably track sinusoidal temperature variations of 0.05°C (6) . AFD appears to code for changes in temperature above a set point; this response is bidirectional and adaptive (7) . Electrophysiological experiments show that increases in temperature over the set point produce large depolarizations in AFD, whereas cooling hyperpolarizes the cell to a smaller extent (8) . How is this information conveyed to the next stage of the circuit? EM data (1) used to determine synaptic connectivity (9) indicate that interneuron AIY is the primary postsynaptic partner of AFD. AIY also receives synaptic input from the other known thermosensory neuron, AWC (10) , as well as sensory neurons AWA and AWB. Ca 2+ imaging data from AIY show that it also turns "on" above a temperature set point, and responds in phase with the temperature stimulus variations (6) . A high-temporal resolution picture of the synaptic activity at the AFD/AIY synapse would allow us to address questions of spatiotemporal integration, gain control, and transfer characteristics. We attempt to characterize transfer at the AFD/AIY synapse using established whole-cell electrophysiological recordings (11) . Paired recordings are currently infeasible, given the small size of the neurons (2-4 μm) and the short average duration of recordings (order of minutes). Instead, we used remote optical stimulation using channelrhodopsin-2 (chR2), a light-activated cation channel (12) (13) (14) . We limited expression of chR2, to the presynaptic neuron AFD, and visually identified postsynaptic neuron AIY for recording by the selective expression of GFP (Fig. 1B) . We focus on this functional thermosensory subcircuit to address general issues of central synaptic transmission in C. elegans.
Results
Light-Evoked Response in AFD. There are two AFD neurons, AFDL and AFDR, and each synapses on both AIY neurons, AIYR and AIYL (8-12 points of synaptic contact) (9) . We expressed chR2 under the gcy-8 promoter exclusively in AFDL and AFDR, to depolarize AFD selectively and remotely. The chR2 channels appear distributed over both cell body and neurites (Fig. 1B , expression pattern of fluorescence tag on chR2). Worms were fed all-trans retinal (ATR), necessary for functional chR2. Using blue light, we evoked inward currents of up to 10 picoamperes (pA) and depolarizations of up to 40 mV ( Fig. 1 C and D, Top traces) in AFD. Worms fed no ATR (n = 5 cells) or stimulated with red light (n = 7 cells) showed no evoked potentials or currents ( Fig. 1 C and D, Middle and Bottom traces). We controlled AFD membrane current and potential reversibly for the duration of the light pulse ( Fig. 1 E and F) , and the decay of evoked responses were fit with a single exponential (Table S1 ). For a light pulse of constant intensity 348.5 μW/mm 2 , the amplitude of the evoked depolarization varied from 20 to 40 mV, with an average value of 28.2 mV. A twofold range was also observed in the evoked current (Table 1) . Three observations can probably account for this twofold variation. First, chR2 expression varied almost twofold across animals (fluorescence intensity of the YFP tag, pixel intensity mean = 39.83, SD = 10.03, n = 45 neurons). Although the strain was constructed using a chromosomally integrated transgene, we know neither the level of expression of the transgene in each animal, nor that of ATR uptake by each individual. We measured the correlation between light-evoked currents and depolarizations recorded from the same cell (a subset of experiments, n = 14). We found no strong correlation (correlation coefficient = 0.142) between the amplitude of optically induced currents and potentials, implying that ATR/chR2 expression levels are not the sole determinant of the variability in response. Second, AFD input resistance varies almost twofold (Table 1) , and third, some variability in pipette resistance and recording quality was unavoidable. We varied the intensity of our light stimulation over five orders of magnitude and measured the corresponding AFD depolarization. Fig. 2A shows an example recording from AFD, in response to 500-ms light pulses of varying light intensity. The intensity values are normalized (1 = peak light intensity of 348.5 μW/mm 2 ). Membrane potential varied log-linearly with light intensity ( Fig. 2B ; n = 7 cells, R 2 = 0.9434). The value of holding potential will affect our transfer function, because the membrane may have different voltage-dependent regimes. The resting membrane voltage (V m ) of AFD has been reported to be ∼−40 mV (8) . A variety of resting potentials, ranging from −30 to −70 mV have been described for nonspiking neurons with graded synapses (15) . Typically, these neurons tend to be more depolarized than spiking neurons. C. elegans neurons have high input resistance (a few gigaohms vs. hundreds of megaohms for larger neurons in other systems), resulting in a low seal resistance/input resistance ratio, which makes it difficult to obtain accurate measures of resting V m . In the absence of true estimates of resting potential, we assessed the effect of holding potential by injecting current to subject AFD to different voltage values and measuring the evoked ChR2 depolarization. We maintained the AFD V m at values from ∼+40 to ∼−100 mV and measured the response to a fixed light pulse at each step. The light-evoked depolarization in AFD varies as a function of holding potential (Fig. 2C shows an example neuron; Fig. 2D shows the variation of evoked potential with holding potential; seven trials from six neurons), and over the range of −30 to −70 mV, the evoked depolarization is 5-35 mV. This is comparable to the values we evoke with V hold = ∼−65 mV.
Depolarization of AIY by Presynaptic, Light-Evoked Depolarization.
We next stimulated AFD and recorded from AIY. Upon brief (20 ms, 348.5 mW/mm 2 ) light stimulation, we evoked postsynaptic currents (PSCs) and postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) of 0.5 pA and 3-5 mV, respectively ( Fig. 3 A and B) . Worms fed no ATR (n = 2) or stimulated with red light (n = 8) showed no evoked responses ( Fig. 3 A and B , Middle and Bottom traces). The AIY response had slower kinetics than the chR2-evoked AFD response (Table S1 ). Because both AFD neurons each contact both AIY neurons, the recorded response in one AIY neuron probably resulted from aggregate synaptic input from two AFD neurons. The peak synaptic responses were small, and led us to explore the possibility that this was due not to the intrinsic size of the response, but instead to experimental conditions such as an imperfect voltage clamp (leading to unclamped outward conductances evoked by the PSP/depolarization). The results of substituting Cs + for K + in our pipette (n = 8 neurons) were inconclusive: in five of the recordings, the synaptic response was abolished; in the other three, it was not affected (Fig. S1 ). Another possible reason for the small size is that the neurite shunts away the synaptic current from the recording site (the soma). This is consistent with Ca
2+
imaging results in which no significant changes in Ca 2+ signal could be observed at the cell body of AIY, but only at a point along the neurite where it bends into the nerve ring (6, 16) . Similar results have been reported for spiking neurons in the crab stomatogastric ganglion (17) . For comparison, we analyzed spontaneous events occurring in AFD (see Fig. 1C baseline for examples; Fig. S2C ). We investigated whether the origin of these events was synaptic by using genetic mutants. UNC-13 is a syntaxin-binding protein necessary for vesicle fusion (18, 19) . The frequency of similar spontaneous events ( Fig. S2 A and B, rightmost four graphs) in another amphid cell, ASER, is dramatically reduced in a unc-13 (s69) background, but the frequency of such events in AFD itself was not reduced in a unc-13 background (Fig.  S2 ). In AFD, the spontaneous events were small [mean amplitude 2.3 mV, median 2 mV, interquartile range (IQR) 1.5 mV] and fast (mean rise time 5.6 ms, median 5.1 ms, IQR 4.4 ms, mean decay time 18.3 ms, median 17 ms, IQR 18.8 ms; Fig. S2A ). The events in AFD could be synaptic in origin, but not unc-13 mediated (perhaps mediated by the unc-31 pathway). Another possibility is that these events originate from the voltage fluctuations of individual channels. We measure aggregate AFD/AIY synaptic activity, so the recorded excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) must be multivesicular, which usually implies larger EPSPs and a wide range of composite decay times if release is asynchronous. Consistent with this, we see a wide distribution of decay times, albeit a fairly narrow range of sizes (Fig. S2D ).
Release at the AFD/AIY Synapse Is Tonic. We stimulated AFD with light pulses of varying duration ( Fig. 1 E and F) . show evoked currents and potentials in AIY for three different pulse durations: 20 ms, 100 ms, and 1 s (with average responses from individual neurons in gray, and an all-cell average in black). Longer pulses (10 s; Fig. 3F , rightmost two traces) and up to 20 s (Fig. 3E ) indicated a sustained component to the response. AFD response to long pulses (>1 s) was also sustained. The membrane of AIY displayed rich dynamics: we observed both depolarizing and repolarizing transients ranging in size from 5 to 25 mV. These transients were observable in the presence of blue light, with a 100-fA (femtoAmperes) current injection, and while holding the neuron close to presumed rest (Fig. 3F) . The chR2-evoked component, though difficult to discern in individual trials, is clearly visible in a trial average (Fig. S3 ). To test if light evoked larger depolarizations in the presence of these transients, we computed the correlation between the amplitude of light-evoked depolarizations and frequency of spike-like transients. We found no significant correlation (correlation coefficient = 0.55, n = 4 neurons; Fig. S4 ). Additionally, the evoked depolarization in these cases (mean 1.9 mV, median 1.8 mV, IQR 0.7 mV, n = 4 neurons) is within the range of values from experiments where spike transients were absent.
Release at the AFD/AIY Synapse Is Graded. We varied light intensity over five orders of magnitude and measured the AIY synaptic response. Fig. 4A shows an example recording in response to 500-ms light pulses of varying light intensity. The intensity values are normalized (1 = peak light intensity of 348.5 μW/mm 2 ). Membrane potential varied log-linearly with light intensity ( Synaptic Potential Reverses Between −20 and 0 mV. We stimulated the synapse while holding AIY at potentials between −100 and +40 mV ( Fig. 4C ; seven trials from four neurons). The synaptic potential appears to reverse between −20 and 0 mV (Fig. 4D) . We attempted this experiment in voltage clamp; however, due to the small size of evoked currents, it was difficult to resolve changes with V hold .
No Evidence of Facilitation or Depression at the AFD/AIY Synapse. We stimulated the synapse with trains of pulses ranging in width and intervals from 20 ms to 1 s. We observed no significant change in the size of the synaptic response (example traces in Fig. 5 A-C) . We computed the evoked response to each pulse as the average over the second half of the pulse. We calculated the ratio of the first evoked potential to the average of the subsequent potentials (each measured as the mean of the second half of the light response) and compared these across different interpulse intervals; we found no clear trend. We also computed the ratio of the slope of the rising phase of the first pulse to the average of the succeeding ones; here, we found a decreasing trend that was mirrored in both pre-and postsynaptic neurons (Fig. 5 B and C, Right) . We conclude that there is no frequency dependence in the evoked potential and no obvious facilitation or depression, at least within this range.
Transmission at the AFD/AIY Synapse Is unc-31 Dependent. We attempted to identify the neurotransmitter used at the AFD/AIY synapse by recording from unc-13 and unc-31 mutants. unc-13 encodes a syntaxin-binding protein necessary for fast synaptic transmission (18, 19) , and unc-31 encodes Ca 2+ -dependent activator protein for secretion (CAPS), a protein required for densecore vesicle exocytosis but not clear-vesicle synaptic transmission (20) . There was a significant decrease in evoked currents in unc-31 animals (reduced to 30% of wild type), whereas the currents in unc-13 animals were not significantly altered (Fig. 6 A and C; Table 1 ). The unc-31 mutation reduces but does not eliminate peptide release, so a partial deficit is the expected result at a peptidergic synapse (21) . There was no significant difference in evoked potentials between unc-13, unc-31, and wild-type animals ( Fig. 6 B and D; Table 1 ). Ohm's law can partially explain how a smaller-than-wild-type current could lead to a similar-to-wildtype potential in unc-31 animals, because the measured R in for the synaptic mutants is significantly higher than wild type [>1.5×, Table 1 ; ANOVA: F(2, 91) = 24.25; P = 3.6164e-09]; however, this does not explain why the unc-13-evoked potentials are not larger than wild type. These data suggest that the synaptic response in AIY is mediated by the unc-31-dependent dense-core vesicle pathway, and not the unc-13-mediated clear-vesicle pathway. Release at the AFD/AIY synapse is thus probably peptidergic.
Effect of Cultivation Temperature on AFD/AIY Transmission. We raised worms at different values of T cult (15°C, 20°C, 25°C) and recorded from AIY at 20°C (Fig. S5 A and B , example traces, and Fig. S5C, population data) . Synaptic currents in AIY were significantly reduced when T differed from T cult . Synaptic potentials in AIY were significantly smaller when T < T cult . To determine if these data can be explained by variable activation of AFD, we recorded from AFD in worms grown at different T cult . We found that the evoked current and potential increased with increasing values of T cult (Fig. S5D , Upper, example traces; Lower Left and Lower Center, population data). We tested the possibility that the ChR2 conductance varied with T cult by quantifying the intensity of YFP expression in AFD at different T cult (Fig. S5D, Lower Right) . The mean fluorescence intensity at T cult = 25°C was significantly higher than both that at T cult = 20°C and T cult = 15°C, which confounded our analysis of the effect of varying T cult , and underscores the necessity for calibration.
Discussion
Our experiments replaced the effects of temperature on AFD, our presynaptic neuron, with light/ChR2-evoked depolarization. How relevant were our presynaptic stimulation levels to those that AFD experiences under the effect of temperature changes in vivo? Previous work (8) showed that AFD responds to changes in temperature with inward currents between 1 and 19 pA and depolarization of 40 mV when T > T cult , with an average latency of activation of 96 ± 5 ms. These values are comparable to our ChR2-mediated responses in AFD. With stimulation in this range, we find that the AFD/AIY synapse is graded and tonic, with a faithful rendering of ΔT from AFD to AIY.
The first graded central synapses to be characterized electrophysiologically were in arthropods (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . Graded synapses are characterized by sustained release and a low voltage threshold. Spiking neurons can also have graded synapses (e.g., the L-neuron in the locust ocellar visual system (27) and spiking motor neurons in the lobster stomatogastric ganglion) (28) . Sustained release can last for several minutes (>5 min between locust ocellar L-neurons and third-order neurons) (29) or, in cases where the resting V m is depolarized above neurotransmitter release threshold, possibly indefinitely-for example, the locust L-neurons (29) and nonspiking neurons in locust thoracic ganglia (24) . Sustained release in vertebrate-graded synapses (e.g., in the retina and cochlea) is correlated with the presence of ribbons (30) and fast replenishment of a large vesicle pool (31) . However, central nonspiking synapses in the locust do not possess ribbons (32) . Release at the AFD/AIY synapse could be sustained for as long as 20 s (Fig. 3 E and F) . EM data (1) show no evidence of the existence of ribbon synapses in C. elegans, but indicate that there are multiple release sites between AFD and AIY (9), which might explain the sustained response. Graded synapses such as the EX1-GM synapse in the lobster's stomatogastric ganglion (25) show multicomponent postsynaptic responses, which might involve presynaptic conductance changes and/or postsynaptic desensitization. We observed declining postsynaptic responses with long (≥10 s) light-induced presynaptic depolarization, consistent with desensitization. A low release threshold implies that bidirectional membrane fluctuations can cause modulations of transmitter release and thus, postsynaptic responses (23) . Previous work suggests that AFD V m can be reset by temperature changes in either direction (8) . Whether this modulates neurotransmitter release in vivo depends on the overlap between the normal range of the presynaptic voltage and that of release at the synapse, and we do not yet know the true resting potential and V m range for AFD in vivo. Though our population data suggests a likely reversal potential between −20 and 0 mV, we were unable to clearly reverse the synaptic potential in AIY, even though we subjected the neuron to a wide range of holding potentials. One possible reason could be electrical shunting by the neurite: other studies have reported stimulusevoked changes in Ca 2+ at a spot further along the neurite in the absence of significant Ca 2+ transients at the AIY soma (6, 16) . The small evoked current and filtered shape of our recorded potential lend credence to the shunting hypothesis. There are other possible reasons for incomplete reversal: first, activation of large outward conductances by holding the cell at large positive values of membrane potentials. Experiments in voltage clamp show a variety of inward and outward currents that activate at depolarized values (Fig. S6) . Second, the response at AIY could be due to a highly rectifying channel (e.g., the strongly rectifying graded synapse between rods and horizontal cells in tiger salamander retina clips the signal above a certain amplitude) (33) . Third, we could be inadequately clamping the synapse due to improper space clamp. Thermotaxis has a glutamate-mediated component: worms carrying a mutation in the vesicular glutamate transporter eat-4 show a weakened cryophilic response above T cult (7) , and there is evidence that AFD action inhibits AIY through glutamate, possibly countering the actions of another (unknown) neurotransmitter whose action from AFD to AIY is excitatory (34) . We suggest that this neurotransmitter is a peptide, because the postsynaptic response requires the presence of UNC-31 (CAPS), but not UNC-13. This is consistent with the fact that AFD is known to produce several neuropeptides (35) . The sign of the effect of AFD onto AIY has been the subject of speculation (4) . Our experiments establish that the net transfer between AFD and AIY is excitatory, with an apparent compound reversal potential between −20 and 0 mV, consistent with a mixed cationic conductance. Existing EM data (1, 9) provide evidence for chemical synapses but not for gap junctions between AFD and AIY; we show that the postsynaptic response has a reversal potential and is dependent on the unc-31 signaling pathway, indicating that the synapse is, at least in part, chemical in nature and probably peptidergic. Our efforts to determine how the AFD/AIY signaling varied when T ≠ T cult were confounded by the temperature dependence of ChR2 expression. The AIY response remained unchanged or decreased slightly between T cult = 20°C and T cult = 25°C, despite the fact that the AFD currents increased. The fact that the response of AIY did not increase could represent some upper bound in the release capacity of this synapse, or a ΔT-dependent modification of the synaptic gain (where ΔT = T − T cult ). We could characterize transfer at the AFD/AIY synapse only in its linear range; technical and biophysical constraints prevented us from measuring threshold and saturation. As in other synapses (e.g., lobster stomatogastric ganglion) (25) , this range of the input-output curve allowed us to estimate its peak (apparent) gain: gain at the AFD/AIY synapse was low (around 0.1). Gain factors of <1 are not uncommon; at locust nonspiking synapses, such as that between the ocellar L-neuron and a third-order neuron, transfer gain is ∼1, consistent with the fact that the third-order neuron integrates information from multiple sources (36) . High-gain synapses imply high sensitivity and high signal-to-noise ratio; they must, however, be paired with some form of adaptation so as to maintain a large operating range, e.g., blowfly photoreceptor synapses (gain = 6) (37), and the locust ocellar synapses (gain = 20) (36) .
What do our results imply for the functional and computational role of this synapse? The fact that the AIY response is tonic, shows no adaptation, and is frequency independent over the range of inputs explored would suggest that the role of this synapse is to provide AIY with a faithful scaled-down version of temperature changes tracked by AFD. The low gain at this synapse is also consistent with the presumed integrative role played by AIY, which processes multiple streams of sensory information. In our results, AIY responses are graded, but the range is fairly com- pressed. Thus, AIY may not make the most of the analog information encoded in the amplitude of the synaptic input from AFD. There is precedent for this: at the synapse between nonspiking neurons 151 and mechanosensory P-neurons in the leech (38) , the maximum amplitude of the synaptic potential is similar over the range of behaviorally relevant input frequencies, and information appears to be coded primarily in the duration of the depolarization and the time to reach peak amplitude. Nonspiking local interneurons in the locust implement an adaptive gain control mechanism through the matching of synaptic and membrane nonlinearities (39) . This gain control has the effect of linearizing polysynaptic pathways, and presenting information to downstream neurons in a context-independent way. Such mechanisms, if used at the AFD/AIY synapse, would allow it to isolate and process thermosensory information in a separate channel, ensuring a reliable and accurate representation of the thermal environment. The small synaptic responses in AIY coupled with the presence of large depolarizing transients (Fig. 3 E and F) raises interesting questions regarding the processing further downstream, such as what causes AIY to release neurotransmitters in turn, how it integrates information from AFD with inputs from other chemosensory neurons, and whether it needs conjunctive neuronal input or long-range neuromodulatory influences to be activated. ChR2 has been used as a tool to study synaptic transfer at the C. elegans neuromuscular junction (40, 41) . We have successfully applied this method to the characterization of a central synapse in C. elegans. Together, these studies establish the use of ChR2 as an effective tool in the analysis of the neural circuitry of the worm. The use of optical stimulation techniques in combination with physiology can serve as a powerful tool in our efforts to understand how the remarkably compact C. elegans nervous system processes information to shape a worm's response to its environment.
Materials and Methods
Electrophysiology: internal buffer contained 143 mM KAsp, 0.1 mM CaCl 2 , 1.1 mM EGTA, 10 mM Hepes, 15 μM sulforhodamine, 4 mM MgATP, 0.5 mM Na 3 GTP with pH 7.2 and osmolarity ∼310 mOsm. Cs 2+ solutions were made by substituting those ions for K + ; external buffer consisted of 145 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl 2 , 1 mM CaCl 2 , 10 mM Hepes with pH 7.2 and osmolarity ∼320 mOsm.
